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ABOUT US
At Trading Game Strong, we are more than just a company; we are a
community of retail traders united by a shared vision - a vision where
individual traders empower themselves with knowledge, become the
driving force of the stock market, and contribute to the growth of
India's economy. Founded in mid-2018 by two best friends who
shared a passion for trading and education, TGS has since grown into
a family of over 50 members, including traders, mentors, consultants,
content creators, and administrators. Together, we have successfully
educated and empowered over 10,000 students.

Mission
TGS' mission is to build a community of highly educated stock traders
with the best financial, technical and fundamental knowledge. Our goal
is to equip individuals with the skills to carefully research the best
performing stocks and commodities. Our goal is to provide traders with
the tools and logic to revitalize the Indian economy. We believe that
financially strong companies, backed by educated traders, are less
prone to market manipulation and will eventually give power back to
ordinary retailers.

Vision
Our vision is to achieve a 100% literacy rate in India for stock market
trading, empowering individuals from all backgrounds to participate in
and benefit from the financial markets.



Core Values
At TGS, we are guided by the principles of delivering excellence
through honesty, hard work, and consistency. Our client enrolment
process is rigorous, as we seek individuals with the potential to
thrive in the challenging world of stock market trading.

Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
What sets TGS apart is our l ive trading floor and our course design,
which reflects our real-world experiences. We understand that
losses are an inevitable part of trading, but we emphasize proper
risk management and psychology to ensure that a trader's
confidence remains unshaken in any circumstance.

Customer Focus
Our primary focus is on young students seeking to acquire a
lifelong skill  and the working class looking for an additional source
of income. We offer flexible online and offl ine courses on weekdays
and weekends to accommodate our clients' schedules. Each
student receives individual attention to tailor their trading style
based on their unique mindset and time limitations.

Future Plans
TGS is committed to expanding its reach by opening physical
training institutes in major cities across India. Furthermore, we are
dedicated to creating an online hub for retail  traders, offering a
platform where they can connect with like-minded traders, 
access news, professional trader insights, and all  the essential
information required for successful stock market trading.

At TGS, we believe in the potential of every trader
to become a successful,  informed, and confident
participant in the stock market. Join us on this 
journey to strengthen your trading skills and
contribute to the future of India's financial 
landscape.



ROADMAP OF
THE COURSE

Enrollment and 
Orientation

Foundational Concepts
& Valuation

Analysis of Indian
Stock Market

Advance Option
Trading Theory

Doubt Clearing
Sessions

Setup &
Strategies

Live Trading
Sessions

The Trading Course Roadmap is designed to provide participants
with a structured and in-depth understanding of the art and
science of trading. 

You're a Professional
trader



MENTORSHIP 2.0

In Mentoring 2.0, Trading Game Strong offers a student scholarship
program worth 2,00,000 in each batch. Where 3 students in each
Mentorship 2.0 batch will get a full refund based on the competitive
exam.

Scholarship

4 Mentors instead of 1 on every batch
Mentorship 2.0 involves three mentors who are subject matter
experts with their expertise and experience
•Technical Expert
•Equity Expert
•Option Expert
•Strategy & risk management expert

Mentors+++

Wish to pursue a Career in Stock Market ? We have got you covered !
Our Program “Business Career” will help students to complete
professional certifications like : 
•NISM Series I - Currency Derivatives Certification Examination
•NISM Series VII - Securities operations and Risk management
Certification Examination
•NISM Series VIII - Equity Derivatives Certification Examination
•NISM Series XI - Equity Sales Certification Examination 

Career+++



 Introduction - how does the market operates

 Demand Supply Zones, Price Action

 Introduction to Forex Market

 Candlestick and Chart Patterns

 Fibonacci Retracement and Indicators

 Fundamentals of Forex & Indian Stock Market

 Introduction to Derivatives

 All about Futures

 Smart Money Concept

 Option chain analysis

 How to choose correct strike price and payoffs.

 The Five Main Greeks:

Difference between option selling & option buying

Option Pricing model

Option hedging-Indicators for options

Options Spreads and Scalping

Strategies especially made for beginners

Expiry day strategies

Opening trade Strategies

Long and short position strategies

Risk Management

Learn strategy adjustment in the live market
How to manage strategies when market goes in
opposite direction.

          Delta        Theta        Gamma        Vega

TOPICS TO BE COVERED IN
THIS COURSE



MODES OF COURSES
Offline Program - Advanced Option trading course
(Mentorship 2.0) + Advance option strategies + Forex
Global Stock Market (Duration - 4 months [2 month theory
and 2 month Practice zone]) 

One-on-One Personal Mentorship Program- Advanced
Option trading course (Mentorship 2.0) + Advance option
strategies + Forex Global Stock Market (Duration - 4
months) 

Online Program - Advanced Option trading course
(Mentorship 2.0) + Advance option strategies + Forex
Global Stock Market (Duration - 4 months) 

       Price - 99,999/

       Online - 1.90 Lakh Offline - 2.40 Lakh

       Price - 49,999/



KEY FEATURES
OF COURSE

Kick start your journey with option trading
from basics to advance

Learn how to combine price action with
futures & options in major indices like: NIFTY,
BANK NIFTY, STOCKS & OPTIONS etc.

Start with trading basics, easy for anyone
from any background

Advance analysis explained with live doubt
clearing sessions 

Psychology and risk management explained
with our very own experience.

Practice session on the live market to actually
understand and apply the knowledge you
have learned.

Lifelong guidance even after the course is
completed [after the course, you will be
added to the group where our mentors will
trader with the larger community every day]

Access of recorded videos

Learn about forex and commodity market

Smart Money Concept



OUR TEAM
Ameen Ahmed

CEO & Founder
Salman Sherwani

CEO & Co-Founder

Harshit Chhikara
Content & Marketing

Manager

Haniya Khan
Brand &

Communication Head

Gagan Singh Taneja
Senior Consultant

Experience of 10+ Years in
stock market trading.

Personally trained more than
thousands of clients and

students.

Experience of 12+ years in
marketing. Hold the team

together and focuses on the
pan India Education.

Experience of 6+ yrs in
mentorship and team

management at trading game
strong

Experience of 7 years in
content and marketing, 6

years in stock market trading

6+ years of experience in
graphic designing and an
aspiring trader of the new

generation.

Senior Consultant at trading
game strong with 4+ years
experience in trading and

consultancy

Anshul Singh
Chief Education Manager



OUR MENTORS

Abhishek is a highly qualified professional
with a solid background in the financial
sector. He has four years of trading
experience and is a seasoned advisor in
the field. He is also a Securities Derivatives
Specialist certified by NISM (National
Institute of Securities Markets). 
Abhishek's expertise extends beyond
trading and derivatives as he is also a
fundamental analyst. His analytical
abilities allow him to make insightful
analyzes and forecasts on market trends
and stock performance.

He is a seasoned full-time investor and
trader with over 10 years of experience in
the financial markets. He has successfully
managed 1 crore worth of money and is
very fond of dynamic options buying and
selling strategies. Shivam's personal
trading setup has been instrumental in his
success as a trader and he is committed
to sharing his knowledge and expertise
with others. He has mentored over 1000
students, helping them succeed in the
market place with one-on-one guidance
and support.Shivam Bhanot

Senior Mentor & Trader

Abhishek Bisht



OUR MENTORS

He is a trading advisor with over 5 years of experience
in the financial markets. He specializes in price action
& options selling and has helped traders to improve
their skills and achieve their trading goals. Sanil
began his trading career at Trading game strong,
where he gained valuable experience and
knowledge. Since then, he has worked for a multiple  
financial firms and has developed a comprehensive
understanding of commodity markets.

Gulshan Saini

Sanil Khandelwal

He is an experienced trader and successful mentor
in the financial markets. With years of experience
and a deep understanding of the markets, He has
become a trusted source of knowledge and advice
for beginner traders. As a Trader Mentor, Gulshan is
committed to helping others succeed in the
financial markets. Gulshan's trading methodology is
based on a deep understanding of market
fundamentals and an unwavering commitment

He is seasoned Forex trader with four years of
experience, possesses valuable insights into market
dynamics and refined technical analysis skills. With a
focus on risk management, Kunwer implements
disciplined trading plans to protect capital. Resilient
in the face of challenges, Kunwer maintains
composure during both winning and losing streaks.
Kunwer Bhavya seizes opportunities in fast-paced
markets and remains dedicated to continual growth
and success in Forex trading.

Kunwer Bhavya



CONTACT US

NOTES

+91-9958766399

admin@tradinggamestrong.com

www.tradinggamestrong.com

55, First floor, Community Centre,
East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065



INVESTING IN KNOWLEDGE, PAYS THE BEST
RETURNS. INVEST SMARTER, INVEST BETTER!


